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L;sing the rolling-ball method the viscosity of seven pure hydrocarbons, having 25 or 26 carbon J.wms, 
and three binary mixtures of them has becn measured to 3450 Lars at 37.8°, GO.O°, 98.8°, and 13SoC. The 
compounds included isoparaflinic, cycloparafiinic, and aromatic types. The increase in vi5cosity w:th pres
bure \\'as found to be strongly dependent on molecular structure. Th.! viscosity-tempcrn.ture coeHicient 
1'7J«Jq/iJT)p increased with increased pressure while the viscosity-pressure coefficient l/q(v7]/iJPh de
creased with increased tempern.ture. The behavior of the binary mixtures corresponded within 5% over :l. 

range of 50-100 fold cha.nge in viscosity to that of the pure compounds equivalent to them i:1 molecular 
weight a.nd average molecular structure. This remarkable agreement is interpreted to mean that the vis
cosity of these compounds is some additivc iunction of their constituent groups whether these groups are 
comuincJ in the same or difierent molecules as long as the basic molecular symmetry b unchanged . The 
values oi th" Eyring theory !!"F±, ",II ±i, !:>S"" and .J. V ± for these data are discussed. For the saturated com
Jlounds at constant temperature, an approximately linear relation was found between Jog 7J and [(v/vo)'
(v/vo)21 where 11 is the specific volume and 7J the absolute viscosity. 

I . INTRODUCTION 

~'l1 nE viscosity of liquid substances has been stueJ:cu 
J!.. intensively for many years because of the im

PU rl,I!)C\! of the data both to engineering applications 
;1:1<1 to the funclamen tal problem of the liquid state. 
\\'hile the :ll1~dy ~c." 0 [ Frisch, Eyring, and Kincaicl1,2 

have led to progress in understanding the problem of 
\'iscous motion, Bridgman has pointed () .' the 
tileory still need,; some essential modilica Iv : . . .. ,h e 
physical ideas.3 The most extensive studies of visco< ~/ 
a5 :J. function of pressure both as regards pressure 
r,lllgc and materials studied are those of Bridgman.3 .-l 

:)tarting with Eyring's equation, ::VIuhkerjee5 has 
derived a relation between viscosity and specific 
\'olume which agrees well with Bridgman's data on 
the halogenated benzenes. However, the final form 
of ).Iuhkerjee's expression does not afford a direct test 
of the ide:l-; lbed in its derivation beC:l.Use the e:;sential 
cXJlres"i(Jl~::' are not in the final working equation, It 
.('ems worthwhile then to secure further clata on the 
\'iscosity of pure substance:; as a function of tempera
l ll~~ :Llld pressure and to study them for their rehtion
,hi l' to other specifIC properties of the material. 

.\ ... ocarch group at The Pennsylvania State Uni
versity has synthesized over 230 high purity hydro
carbons containing from 8 to 50 ch~bon aLGms per 
l1lviecule, and including a. wide variety 0: structure 
types." Most of the hydrocarbons are in the C~:; to 
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'-30 region. ~ umerous physical propcr.ies have beer. 
determined for each compound for the purpo"e of 
rela.ting these properties to the molecular structure.6 

Thus there cxists in this supply of hydrocarbons 
related groups of intensively studied high purity 
liquids which afTorel a unique opportunity for investi
gating the effect of structural variables on vi~cosily, 
The stUtly of these liquids under pfl.:ssure offers the 
further advantage of varying the spec'fic volume at 
constant temperature, thus permitting separation of 
the two physicJ.l variables in their efiect on viscosity. 

The object of the work reponed in this pap-=r has 
been to determine the effect of pressure on the viscosity 
of a structurally related group of pure high molecular 
weight hydrocarbons and some binary mixtures of 
them. The present paper reports the experimental 
data obtained and certain interesting conclusions 
which were derived from them, 

II. APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

A rolling-ball viscometer of the type originated by 
F1owers7 and first applied by Hcrsey and Shore to 
pres::,ure viscometryfi was used. The apparatus employs 
the empirical principle that t he velocity with which 
a sphere moves down an inclined tube [dIed with liquid 
is a function of the liquid viscosity, 

A 10-ml sample was enclosed in a l/-l-in . bore :i,eel 
tube and the time interval required for :J. 3/ 16-in. 
steel ball to roll from one end to the otter was meas
ured to the nearest 1/100 sec by means of an el.::ctric 
clock. Pressure was transmitLed to the confined pure 
liquid through a flexible brass bellows fiiled \yith the 
sample and connected to the roll-tube. The pressure 
was measured by the resistance change of a coil ,: 
manganin wire immersed in the hydraulic l1uid and 
kept at room temperature. The resistance of m nganin 

7,\. E. Flowers, Proc. :\ST~I Bull. 14, 565 (1914). 
SM. D . Hersey and H. S. Shore, lIicch. En;;. 50, 221 (1928). 
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